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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Few studies have investigated how university students in the United States or in 

other countries use smartphone technologies to support their learning. Much of the 
current research has investigated the general use mobile devices such as smartphones 
rather than identifying the specific applications used by university students to support 
their learning. In addition, there is a lack of research investigating the influence of 
institution, gender and culture on university students’ use of smartphones to supporting 
their learning. The purpose of this study was to investigate how US university students 
and university students from Saudi Arabia use smartphone for learning in the 
undergraduate teacher education courses. A total of 249 undergraduate teacher education 
students from Montana State University and 320 undergraduate students from King 
Kahlid University, Saudi Arabia were surveyed to assess their use of smartphone 
applications to support their learning. Results from the 43 item smartphone survey found 
that MSU students reported using their smartphones “sometime to often” during class and 
outside of classroom setting while KKU students on the other hand reported using 
smartphones “Never or Rarely” during class or outside of class. The most frequent use of 
smartphones by MSU students reported was for communicating and collaborating with 
others by texting or through email. The most frequent uses of smartphones reported by 
KKU students during and outside of class were for “communicating with others by 
texting and “accessing course information”. Although MSU and KKU students differed 
significantly on some of the items assessing smartphone use in and outside of the 
classroom, the differences were very small in magnitude. Both MSU and KKU students 
reported that they “never or rarely” observed others using their smartphones to 
dishonestly to complete assignments or during quizzes and exams. Results from this 
study indicate that smartphone applications are under utilized as a learning tool in higher 
education. As university students continue to have greater access to mobile devices, 
university faculty should consider ways to develop courses that are accessible by 
smartphones and other mobile devices to increase student learning opportunities. 
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CHAPTER I 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Smartphone Use In Higher Education 

 
 Technology is a relatively new addition to the daily lives of people around the 

world. More than ever, technology is affecting how people work, how they exercise, and 

spend leisure time, as well as how children are educated in schools. Modern lives have 

been revolutionized by this access to information and ease of communication. 

“[T]echnologies and new forms of mobile communication and collaboration have been 

widely adopted by young people and integrated into their everyday lives” (Milrad, 2007, 

p. 62). Smartphones have been a major contribution in this shift to technology-based 

living. They are often used by individuals who seek to work in multiple contexts 

including at home, during commutes to work, and on vacation (Butt & Phillips, 2008). 

Smartphones allow people to access information quickly and efficiently while taking 

breaks from routine work or home activities. For example, Montana State University 

(MSU) has recently developed a smartphone app that can be used to access the Montana 

State website in addition to other MSU resources such as online courses, the library and 

course schedules. Similar results were found for KKU students as well. 

  Currently, “Nearly half (46%) of American adults own smartphones (New, 2012) 

while even a greater percentage of individuals own smartphones in other countries. For 

example, Crum (2012) estimates that 60 percent of Saudi Arabian people use 

smartphones in their daily lives. The use of mobile devices has enabled seamless access 
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to the Internet across both formal and informal learning contexts (Scanlon, Jones & 

Waycott, 2005). For example sixty-eight percent of white-collar workers report doing 

using a mobile device (e.g., laptop, smartphone, tablet) for work purposes (Barbier, 

Bradley, Macauly, Medcalf & Reberger, 2012). Children in the US are now more likely 

to own a mobile phone than a book suggesting that these devices are supplanting written 

text for electronic text as a source of information and entertainment.  

 The use of mobile devices by university students has increased dramatically in 

recent years and has become their primary source of Internet access on campus (Keller, 

2011). A study conducted by Chen & Denoyelles (2013) at the University of Central 

Florida found that of 1,082 students surveyed, 79% owned a smartphone. A 

comprehensive study of 100,000 students from 195 college campuses conducted by 

Dahlstrom in 2013 found that most students stilled owned laptop computers (86%). 

Sixty-two percent of these same students reported owning smartphones while 15% 

reported owning tablets. More importantly, 67% of those students who reported owning 

smartphones or tablets indicated that they used them for academic purposes. This 

percentage nearly doubled over the percent of students reporting the use of mobile 

devices for academic purposes in 2011.  

The use of computers and tablets has opened the door for university students to 

personalize their learning to fit their individual needs (Crompton, 2013). Students can 

utilize the technology they have to streamline information and learn in a way that makes 

sense to them. Computers and tablets allow students to engage in learning activities in 

both formal and informal contexts (Scanlon, Jones & Waycott, 2005). They can complete 

written papers and other homework assignments in a variety of different places outside of 
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the classroom such as the library, at home or at the local coffee shop. Even during class, 

students are able to send and receive information related to concepts taught in class 

through texting and instant messaging (Dahlstrom, Walker & Dzuiban, 2013). Tablets and 

computers “allow students incredible freedom over when and how to pursue the learning 

process” (Rossing et al, 2012, p.14). They are able to quickly take notes by typing, record 

their lectures, look at and manipulate slides and pictures that their professors have made 

available online, and customize the information in a way that works for them.  

Smartphones like table computers and other mobile devices are evolved pieces of 

technology that have the potential to support student learning the in the classroom. 

Students can potentially use smartphones to record a lecture, search for definitions, or 

send notes to absent students, as well as use the collaborate with other students 

electronically to complete homework assignments. A smartphone is basically a hand held 

computer that allows users to access many different forms information via the Internet 

from one single device. A smartphone’s ability to be used as a classroom learning tool is 

what gives it greater value to both students and teachers (Cheung, 2009). Web 2.0 in 

particular social networking software applications allows the smartphone to become a 

research, note taking, recording, and entertainment device that has great potential for 

supporting learning formally inside the classroom and informally outside of the 

classroom (Solvberg & Rismark, 2012). One advantage of Web 2.0 applications over 

programs used on with a laptop computer, for example, is that they are relatively 

inexpensive. A smartphone “app” for note taking or a study organizer can be free or cost 

less than ten dollars, but the same type of program for a computer can cost the student a 

lot of money.  
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With a smart phone, hundreds of apps are at your fingertips, bringing total 
convenience to a wide variety of situations. Apps can provide you with the 
exact same features as some incredibly expensive items on the market, all 
from the portable touch screen of your phone. (Black, 2012)  
 

Mobile devices, such as smartphones, have great potential to improve educational 

systems world wide because of opportunities they offer for seamless access to learning 

environments across multiple contexts and personalized learning experiences. It is a vital 

resource to countries that hope to remain academically competitive. 

 The use of smartphones in higher education has been shown to enhance learning 

when they are used with Mobile Web 2.0 applications to access podcast lectures, 

streaming video, social networking sites and a host of other course resources (Cochrane 

& Bateman, 2009; Huang, Wu & Chen, 2012; Solberg & Rismark, 2012; Williams & 

Pence, 2011). For example, Cochrane & Bateman’s (2010) research demonstrated how 

university students in Australia used smartphones to support the development of learning 

communities where students engaged in reflective inquiry and problem solving using 

social networking software. Huang, Wu & Chen (2012) also found that undergraduate 

students using smartphones in a Sales and Marketing course assignment collaborated 

with their peers better to learn the assignment concepts than their counterparts who did 

not use smartphones. For this study, an assignment embedded with mobile QR codes that 

allowed students to access supplemental materials and questions more efficiently using 

their smartphones. Students in the experimental group accessed the assignment questions 

and typed the answers to questions on their smartphones prior to group discussions while 

control group students answered questions individually with no group collaboration. 

Findings from this study indicated that participants in the experimental group using 
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smartphones to write answers and discuss them with their peers realized better learning 

outcomes than their control group counterparts.   

! Benedict & Pence (2012) also investigated the use of smartphones with 

undergraduate students enrolled in a general chemistry course. Videos created to provide 

directions for using the laboratory, scaffold classroom learning activities and guide 

homework assignments were linked to Quick Response (QR) codes for streamlined 

smartphone access. Results from student evaluations of these activities found that most 

students felt that the streamlined access to videos using QR codes made the videos more 

accessible during group work and helped them to visualize problems more immediately. 

An important attitudinal result was that students indicated positive attitudes toward using 

smartphones more often to support their learning in other university courses. Finally, 

Solvberg & Rismark (2012) investigated the use of mobile learning devices with 

university students in Norway enrolled in an undergraduate sociology course. They 

created video lectures that could be accessed with smartphones, tablets and other mobile 

devices. Surprisingly, although, not required, many students still attended class lectures 

even though they were made available as recorded podcasts on the Internet. In addition, 

although connected with classmates by wireless mobile devices, students continued to 

meet in small groups to access video lectures and collaborate on assignments. Although, 

the video lectures were readily accessible through the Internet, only a small percentage of 

students accessed them during their campus commutes.  

Although the use of smartphones to support university students’ learning is 

promising, there are some concerns about their use in the classroom, Two concerns that 

seem to surface regularly related to university students use smartphones during class is 
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that they can be distracting and can be used to cheat during tests and quizzes. When an 

unmuted smartphone rings during a class, often times instructional time is reduced 

because the instructor students is forced to regain students’ attention and repeat the 

concepts being taught. Student’s texting while in class could also be a distraction that 

causes students to be inattentive and disengage from the learning environment (Tindell & 

Bohlander).  

The increased availability of social networking software available for mobile 

devices provides opportunities for student to cheat by texting answers and sending other 

media that provides answers during tests and quizzes. Students’ texting during class is a 

common practice. For example, a survey of 269 college students conducted by Tindall 

and Bohlander (2011) found that the majority of students reported sending and receiving 

text messages from others during class time while a minority indicated that they texted 

during an exam at least once. Cheating has always occurred in and outside of the 

classroom, however, smartphones and other mobile devices have allowed students to 

much more easily obtain and share information dishonestly during tests and quizzes 

(Carter, 2012).  

 The potential for distractions and dishonest behavior related to smartphone use 

has caused many US public schools to ban their use (Schacter, 2009). However, despite 

the negative aspects of smartphone use, universities appear to be embracing the use of 

smartphones in the classroom. Anectodotal studies investigating the use of smartphones 

in higher education suggest that learning is enhanced when these mobile devices are used 

with Web 2.0 applications to access podcast lectures, streaming video, social networking 
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sites and a host of other course resources (Cochrane & Bateman, 2009; Huang, Wu & 

Chen, 2012; Solberg & Rismark, 2012). 

 However, the use of smartphones by student in higher education classrooms is not 

embraced internationally. There are many countries that perceive that disadvantages of 

smartphones related to distractions and cheating outweigh the learning benefits they have 

the potential to provide. For example, as of 2013, in Saudi Arabia it is not culturally 

acceptable for students of any age to use smartphones during the school day or in other 

certain situations, such as when they are with parents, visitors, or attending meetings.  

Such behavior is considered disrespectful because the smartphone user is not giving his 

full attention to the other person involved in the conversation. In addition, instructors in 

Saudi Arabia are also expected to refrain from using smartphones in the classroom 

primarily because there have been instances of teachers inappropriately using smartphone 

technology to record videos of students and post them on the Internet. The Saudi 

government has dealt harshly with these teachers by demoting them to a low ranking 

secretarial position where they earn least half of their teacher salary. The severity of this 

punishment has caused teachers to not allow smartphone use in their classes even when 

they could be used in positive ways to enhance learning. The use of Smartphones by 

female students in Saudi Arabia is particularly restricted because of fears of inappropriate 

use for taking pictures. The cultural norms in Saudi Arabia strictly forbid taking pictures 

of females and sharing those pictures with others outside their immediate families.  
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Problem Statement 

 
 As smartphones and other mobile device use continues to increase on college 

campuses, institutions and their faculties will need to develop sound strategies to leverage 

their use for creating a more personalized and student-centered learning environment. To 

date, only a handful of studies have been conducted in the USA and other in countries to 

investigate how university students use smartphones to support their learning. Most of 

this research is focused on the use of the mobile devices themselves rather than 

investigating how they support student learning in formal classroom settings as well as in 

more informal settings outside of the classroom. In addition, the research studies that 

have been written about benefits and limitations of smartphone report very little empirical 

evidence to support their claims (Merchant, 2012). Although there is some evidence 

about students’ use of smartphones in higher education, there is little research about the 

influence of institution, gender and culture on university students’ use of smartphones for 

learning.  

 
Purpose Statement 

 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate how US university students and 

university students from Saudi Arabia use smartphone for learning in the undergraduate 

teacher education courses. In particular, it analyzes how university students can use these 

devices to access course materials and interact with peers and the instructor within and 

outside the physical boundaries of the classroom. 

Prior to investigating the benefits of using Smartphones for learning in university 

classrooms, it was important to first determine a baseline of current technology use in 
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education at Montana State University as well as at King Khalid University. This 

research was used to better understand the views of students about using smartphones in 

classroom settings. Further, this research provided answers to many questions such as 

how technology is already being used, how a student’s learning is currently being 

assessed, how students use their smartphones outside of class, and what barriers there are 

to the use of mobile technologies in classrooms. The results of this research will provide 

accurate and vital information to educators and students about how mobile technology 

can be used in the classroom.  

The information gathered in this research will be used to identify and help 

overcome barriers currently facing Montana State University and King Khalid University 

in the use of technology in education. On a more global scale, I think it is vital that both 

universities make technology a greater focus in the classroom if the country desires to 

stay competitive worldwide academically and economically. Comparing both of these 

cultures will let researchers understand different ways to get past the barriers facing them 

as well as obtain new ideas for how technology can be used in education. 

 
Research Questions 

 

1. How do university students in the United States and Saudi Arabia use their 

smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to support their classroom 

learning? 

2. Do university students from the United States and students from Saudi Arabia 

differ in use their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to 

support their learning? 
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3. Do male and female university students from the United States and Saudi 

Arabia differ in their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom 

to support their learning? 

4. Do students at Montana State University and King Khalid University report 

the use smartphone technology for cheating? 

Definitions 

 
Academic Dishonesty: Any type of cheating that occurs in a formal or informal 

classroom setting. Academic dishonesty includes any unauthorized assistance used 

tocomplete schoolwork such as unapproved cheating on tests, quizzes, or assignments, 

plagiarizing, or any other type of (Schmelkin, Gilbert & Silva, 2010). 

Smartphone: Smartphones are a handheld device that integrates mobile phone 

capabilities with the more common features of a handheld computer (Cochrane & 

Bateman, 2009; Wilen-Daugenti (2012). 

 Mobile Technology: personal mobile electronic devices that span the spectrum of 

technology from “cell phones”, personal digital assistants, MP3 players, tablets and 

laptops in addition to smartphone , game consoles, digital cameras, media players, 

netbooks, in-car satellite navigation, and handheld computers (Willems, 2013) 

Digital Natives: a young generation of learners who have grown up immersed in 

new digital technologies (Prensky, 2001).  

Pre-service teacher: a period of guided, supervised teaching. The college student 

is gradually introduced into the teaching role for a particular class by a mentor or 

cooperating teacher. The cooperating teacher works with and encourages the preservice 
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teacher to assume greater responsibility in classroom management and instruction as the 

experience progresses. The preservice teacher begins as an observer and finishes the 

preservice teaching experience as a competent professional (Virginia Wesleyan College, 

2014)  

Mobile Device: a compact digital portable device that an individual carries on a 

regular basis, has reliable connectivity, and fits in a pocket or purse (Wexler et al. 2007) 

Web 2.0: The social use of the Web, which allows individuals to collaborate in 

knowledge creation and to share information online. Web 2.0 includes blogs, wikis, 

social networking & bookmarking. At the heart of Web 2.0 is a culture of sharing, 

interaction, active content creation and continual communication with the online 

environment” (Cochrane & Bateman, 2010; O’Reilly, 2005) 

Social Networking: Web-based applications that allow individuals to construct a 

public or semi-public profile within a bounded system and interact with a list of other 

users with whom they share a connection with the web-based application system (Boyd 

& Ellison, 2007) 

Pedagogy 2.0: An instructional approach that uses Web 2.0 applications to 

facilitate learning through personal choice, participation collaboration, and creative 

production (McLoughlin & Lee, 2010) 

Mobile Learning (m-learning): learning across multiple contexts, through social 

and content interactions, using personal electronic devices (Crompton, 2013). 
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Limitations and Delimitations 

 
 Students’ perceptions of how they use smartphones may not be accurate. They 

may over- or underestimate the different ways they use smartphones. Student perceptions 

of smartphone use may be based on their perceptions of how competent they feel in using 

smartphone technology. In addition, the prevailing attitude of the Saudi Arabian 

government as well as Saudi university and faculty is against the use of Smartphones by 

students in class. However, many Saudi students continue to covertly use their 

smartphones during class, ignoring the potential consequences. Another limitation of this 

study is that students may not honestly answer questions about the use of smartphones for 

cheating or their observation of other using smartphones in unethical ways because they 

are taking the survey in a classroom setting. 

 
Significance of the Study 

 
The increased access to smartphones by university students suggest that they will 

dramatically change the way in which learning occurs in universities across in the US and 

around the World.  Outcomes from research studies investigating smartphone use in 

academic settings suggest that they that they have positive impacts on student learning 

when used appropriately. Using smart phones in education is a new idea, with potentially 

as much academic applicability as the use of iPads or lap computers in a classroom 

setting. The responsible use of smartphones as a tool to enhance education for students is 

emerging as more important than regulating their use in the classroom: 

For years, the conversation about mobile and social technology in schools 
has revolved around how to block it, but it is becoming increasingly clear 
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that simply blocking such technologies does students a disservice. An 
education that fails to account for the responsible use of mobile devices 
and social networks prepares students for our past, but not for their future. 
(Stead, 2011)  
 

In the classroom, students can use smartphones to access an unlimited amount of 

information for completing both individual and collaborate group assignments that use 

social networking to solve problems. Smartphones can be used to access Internet 

resources such as both interactive websites and videos that explain concepts, define new 

words or terms, and serve to verify or disprove assumptions. Using mobile phones is the 

fastest and simplest way to stay connected to other people at all times, whether this is 

another student learning the same course, or a family member.  

Technology-enhanced instruction “has the capacity to engage students deeply in 

their work, connect them with countless resources, and allow them to collaborate across 

time and space” (Stead, 2011). Student access to smartphones increases the likelihood of 

engagement in academic pursuits by providing an easy and efficient means for 

connecting to the valuable resources available on the World Wide Web. 

 
Summary 

 
Technology has revolutionized the way students go about their daily lives. There 

are few researchers investigating how students from two different countries representing 

two different cultures are using smartphones for learning. The smartphone has the 

potential to support a student learning in the formal classroom setting as well as informal 

settings outside the classroom. Although, students may benefit from the use of 

smartphones to support their academics, the negative aspects of smartphone use related to 
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cheating cannot be ignored. However, when used appropriately, smartphones can be used 

by both Montana State University and King Khalid University students to advance their 

learning. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Overview of the Research Reviewed 

 
 A sample of the major research and data acquisition methods used in the  research 

literature reviewed for this study is found in Table 1. Of the twenty-eight research articles 

listed in Table 2, most used survey and case study data collection methods followed by 

interviews. Table 1 shows that there is a dearth of action research methods used to 

investigate the benefits and limitations of smartphone use for educational purposes. 

Although not reported as a separate research category, almost all of the data collected 

through surveys and test instruments reported descriptive statistics.  

 Several important articles that contribute to understanding the pedagogical 

affordances of smartphones for universities students were written by Park (2011) and 

Cochrane and Bateman (2009, 2010). Both provide a solid foundation for the use of 

Pedagogy 2.0 or the use of mobile applications to support student learning. There 

research along with that of Solvberg and Rismark (2012) also provide evidence to 

support their claims about how mobile technologies like smartphones can provide 

educational benefit students both inside and outside of the formal classroom setting. 

Stephens, Young and Calabrese (2010) provide a good starting point for understanding 

digital dishonesty and the misuse of mobile technologies in academic settings. 
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Table 1. Research and Data Acquisition Methods Investigating Smartphone Use in 
Education 

R
e
s
e
a
r
c
h
 
M
e
t
h
o
d
o
l
o
g
y 

 
Interview Survey Ed. Tests 

Case 
Study 

Observation Journals 

Literature 
Review 

     1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34 

Action 
research 

      

Experimental  
 
 

 9, 10, 11 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 
15, 17, 
20, 28, 
31 

  

Correlational 5, 9, 12, 
23, 26, 27, 
29, 30 

3, 5, 8, 
9, 11, 
15, 20, 
26, 29, 
30, 31 

  5, 10, 23  

Causal-
Comparative 
Research 
 

1, 5, 9, 12, 3, 5, 9, 
11, 21, 
29 

9 9, 12, 
17, 

1, 2, 5, 1, 2, 4, 7 

Ethnographic 
Research 

5, 9, 12, 
15,  

5, 9, 10, 
15, 20 

9, 10,  9, 10, 
12, 15, 
17, 20,  

5 7, 9, 10 

Evaluation 
Research 
 
 

1, 9, 12, 
15, 30, 27 

8, 11, 
15, 20, 
31, 26, 
29 

 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 
15, 28, 
31 

1, 2, 34 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
25, 30, 31 34 
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Table 2. Research Articles Corresponding to Research Methods Found in Table 1. 
!
Article Number Article Title Authors 

Article 1 Acceptable Use of Technology in Schools: Risks, 
Policies, and Promises (2010). 

Meg Cramer, Gillian R. Hayes 
 

Article 2 Adventures with Cell Phones (2011). 
 

Liz Kolb 
 

Article 3 The relationship between teacher classroom 
practices and 21st century students’ academic 
dishonesty at the secondary level (2012). 
 

Marguerite Beth Bellipanni 

Article 4 A Pedagogical Framework for Mobile Learning: 
Categorizing Educational Applications of Mobile 
Technologies into Four Types (2011). 

Yeonjeong Park 

Article 5 Exploring College Students’ Attitudes and Self-
Efficacy for Mobile Learning (2012). 

Shih-hsien Yang 
 

Article 6 Connecting Learning Spaces Using Mobile 
Technology (2012). 

Chen, Wenli 
 

Article 7 Digital Technologies and Dishonesty in 
Examinations and Tests (2006). 
 

Jean Underwood 
 

Article 8 Exploring the Determinants of Perceived Value of 
Smartphone in a Value of Co-Creation Ecosystem 
from Service-Dominant Logic Perspective (2011). 

Venkata Sravan, Kumar 
Dharmabotla 

Article 9 Blended learning with everyday technologies to 
activate students’ collaborative learning (2010). 

Mikko Vesisenaho, Teemu 
Valtonen, Jari Kukkonen, Sari 
Havu-Nuutinen, Anu Hartikainen 
and Sirpa Karkkainen 

Article 10 
The Effectiveness of Using Procedural 
Scaffoldings in a Paper-Plus-Smartphone 
Collaborative Learning Context (2012). 

Hui-Wen Huang 

Article 11 
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Article 32 
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!

 
Technology and Education 

 
People learn in a variety of ways. Theories as to how the brain processes and 

stores information are abundant. Information processing demonstrates how learners 

process information, remember content from the past, and solve problems. The student 

could have learned this information incorrectly in the past, or information from one 

source may contradict other information found within the same source. Individuals 

handle this in different ways:  

People have developed ways around [memory constraint] by organizing 
information, such as grouping together or ‘chunking’ disparate elements 
into sets of letters, numbers or pictures that make sense to them 
(Bransford, 2011, p.18). 
  
Metacognition is thinking about the process of thinking. Its purpose is to reflect 

on one’s own performance. Metacognition is as dependent on experience as on 

knowledge. It can include deliberately memorizing information, as well as coming up 

with mnemonic strategies, which use rehearsal as a technique. Rehearsal works when 

students repeat facts and figures to themselves multiple times to build a pattern of 
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retrieval in their memory (Bransford, 2011). Technology in particular mobile devices, can 

assist learners in using metacognitive strategies to support their learning. These devices 

support metacognitive processes by allow learners to process information in meaningful 

ways through personal and contextualized engagement. In addition, to supporting 

metacognition, there is evidence that demonstrates that access to multimedia information 

also enriches student learning. Mayer’s (2009) research found that students who have 

access to information presented in both verbal and visual formats generated more creative 

solutions to problems than students who only received visual information from mobile 

devices such as iPads and smartphones. Smartphones can be used by students to access 

the increasing multimedia resources available on the Internet and other information at 

anytime and anyplace reducing the reliance on memorized facts while at the same time 

increasing opportunities to engage in critical thought necessary to solve problems.  

 Technology is a key contributor to 21st century learning (Kolb, 2011). Students 

use technology daily to check email, send text messages, or use them to interact with 

others using social networking sites. Smartphones are owned by 40–50% of Americans, 

are carried on the body every day, and run on wireless communication networks and open 

operating platforms such as iPhone, BlackBerry, and Android (Kratzke, 2012). Students 

have technology ingrained into every aspect of daily life, and the use of technology to 

enhance student learning should be no exception. Technology is very important to these 

students because they understand how their devices work and would rather use a 

computer to produce a paper than write it by hand. Technology-savvy students, or 

“Digital Natives,” need instant feedback provided by mobile devices when finding 
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pertinent resources to help them complete assignments or other problems related to 

school work and everyday (Makoe, 2012). 

Mobile devices are used to increase communications and productivity in many of 

today’s occupations (Wright, 2011). Introducing k-12 and university students to the use 

of mobile devices and applications will provide them with job skills that may give them 

advantage over others when competing for jobs in the workplace. In addition, instruction 

related to smartphones would also teach students how to use mobile applications that 

have the potential to support their learning. This type of classroom engagement would 

help to circumvent the age-old question of “Why is this topic important?” Teachers could 

use smartphones as a focal point for instruction while at the same time preparing students 

for careers requiring the use of sophisticated communication technologies (Kearney et al., 

2012). 

 “The next step toward a truly connected youth is bridging the gap between in-

school and out-of-school technology use, both in policy and practice” (Cramer & Hayes, 

2010, p. 43). Cramer & Hayes’ (2010) assertion suggests removing the barriers between 

education and technology use by letting students use their own mobile devices such as 

smart phones to support their learning. Creating learning environments that allow 

university students to engage in classroom activities outside of the classroom in more 

informal settings such as in the dormitory at home, or at the coffee shop will increase 

their learning opportunities. Mobile technologies provide university students with access 

to their coursework from both on and off campus environments. This type of ubiquitous 

access not only allows students to access their assignments but also provides feedback in 

the form of course grades and comments from both their instructors and fellow students. 
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With multiple pressures from families, work, and other daily obstacles, university 

students of today need to be able to use the precious few minutes of their break, walk, or 

bus ride home to finish their coursework, read the next day’s chapters, and check their 

grades (Solvberg & Rismark, 2012). Access to “seamless learning,” (Song et.al, 2012, p. 

679) through mobile technology promotes student skills, knowledge, and positive 

attitudes toward learning outside, as well as inside, the classroom and is an incredibly 

powerful tool. The level of access provided by mobile technologies allows students to 

integrate learning into their lives and provides more opportunities for them to accomplish 

their educational goals as they synthesize information from multiple sources across 

multiple contexts (Wong, 2011).  

 Research conducted by Lahari (2012) found that most students would rather use a 

mobile phone than a computer or iPad during class. The most popular application 

identified by Lahari’s (2012) study was a language-learning application that allowed 

them to interact and solve activities while learning a language. It was suggested that the 

popularity of this language-learning software was due to the quick feedback provided for 

quizzes and tests. Students were also observed to use their smartphones to record lectures 

and take notes. As students have increased access to the use of mobile technologies, 

instructors more than ever will be able to move from the role of “transmitters of 

knowledge” to one that more readily engages students and facilitates their learning. 

(Lahari, 2012).  
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Mobile Learning 

 
Mobile learning (m-learning) refers to the use of mobile or wireless devices such 

as smartphones, tablets, PCs, and laptops while on the move (Park, 2011). Crompton 

(2013) further suggests that m-learning can be characterized as “learning across multiple 

contexts, through social and content interactions, using personal electronic devices.”. 

Within the context of Park’s definition, learning is no longer limited to the confines of a 

physical four-walled classroom during a specific period of time. Traxler (2007) suggests 

that the defining characteristic of mobile learning is finding information and processing it 

with a community of learners to create knowledge. He further suggests that the delivery 

model for mobile learning can be characterized as “just-in-time,” “just enough,” and “just 

for me” (Traxler, 2007, p. 5). Use of mobile devices provides learners the flexibility to 

make choices!about when they engage in coursework and interactions with other learners. 

There are conflicting ideas about what constitutes “mobile learning,” with some 

experts believing it is strictly using mobile devices such as PDAs or smartphones. Some 

university faculty see mobile learning as an extension of e-learning (Keskin, 2011). This 

perspective suggests that the line between e-learning and mobile learning is not so clear. 

E-learning involves students taking classes or completing coursework online through an 

educational Learning Management System (LMS), such as Montana State University’s 

Desire2Learn (D2L), while mobile learning is viewed as when a student accesses a 

course or coursework, whether in class or out of class, from a mobile device such as an 

iPad, smartphone, or tablet device. With the recent development of Web 2.0 tools, 

students can use mobile devices to engage in coursework that was limited to portable 
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laptop devices just a few years ago. For example, students can use Web 2.0 applications 

to access the content housed in electronic courserooms, engage in discussions, review 

instructor posted content, view videos, listen to podcasts and other interactive interactive 

multi-media—e.g. using YouTube videos (Cochrane & Bateman, 2010). However, the 

effective use of mobile technologies to their fullest potential to support learning is only 

attainable if the instructors are willing to integrate mobile compatible technologies within 

their courses. Although instructors should be open to the use of mobile technologies, they 

also have the right to choose which technologies are most compatible with their skills and 

course content (Wong, 2012). 

 
Effects of Student Perceptions on Technology Use 

 
Three factors need to be considered when talking about how students perceive 

using technology. The perceived value is the expectation of fulfillment of specific needs 

in regards to a smartphone. Perceived Ease of Use refers to the extent that the user can 

utilize the product easily and with little or no effort. Perceived usefulness is the degree to 

which a user thinks a smartphone will help him or her in daily life (Dharmabotla, 2011). 

This means that the perception of using a product may overshadow the actual reality of 

using these products. For example, when purchasing a new smartphone, a student might 

choose the product he or she thinks will be easy to use, help in daily life tasks, and will 

fulfill one’s smartphone needs. These expectations may not be realistic. The same 

principle needs to be applied to teachers when they implement mobile technology into 

their classrooms. They need to be aware that they might do a lot of work for little to no 

reward as the technology may not be easy to use, or their students might not find it as 
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important as the teacher does. The perceived value of a smartphone is what drives most 

consumers, students and teachers alike, to purchase one (Dharmabotla, 2011). 

In a study conducted at Purdue University, students found that while the iPads 

were easy to use and useful for learning during class, they were also very distracting 

(Miller, 2012). Students tended to engage with the numerous applications found on the 

iPads rather than attending to class activities. Using this type of technology makes the 

class more interesting, because most students would not have access to this technology 

otherwise. Due to the different learning styles students have, some might feel they are 

taking better advantage of their education when using a hands-on device rather than 

simply listening to the lecture. 

The use of technology by students and faculty is a common occurrence in 

university classroom today. When integrated properly, technology such as the iPad can be 

highly beneficial to student engagement and perceptions of technology use (Rossing et al. 

2012). The main concept that instructors should try to remember is that students choose 

how they want to learn, whether their method is a “pick-and-mix” where students use a 

variety of learning ways or they stick to either using or not using technology (Sewlyn, 

2011). Students will choose the technologies that are most beneficial to their learning. 

One of the reasons that mobile leaning is so useful is that students have opportunities to 

choose when, where and how they want to engage in the learning interactions. When 

students have choices about their learning environments and interactions they are more 

likely to be engaged in the learning process and motivated toward higher achievement. 

 The use of technology to support learning during and outside of formal classroom 

settings occurs regularly on colleges and university campuses. When integrated properly, 
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technologies such as the iPad can be highly beneficial to student engagement and 

perceptions of technology use (Rossing et al. 2012). An important consideration that 

instructors should try to remember is that students may choose a variety of technologies 

or no technology at all when interacting with course content to learn. (Sewlyn, 2011).  

The advantage of mobile technologies is that students can decide which will provide the 

greatest and most accessible learning opportunities.  

 
Gender Differences Related to Technology Use 

 
 Much has been reported in the literature about gender differences with respect to 

access and use of the Internet. However, this research is somewhat conflicting. Reseach 

conducted in the late 1990s suggests that males were more competent in using the 

Internet than females and used the Internet more often. Odell, Krogen, Schumaker & 

Delucchi (2000) found that female college students tended to access the Internet more 

often for emails and school related activities while male college students used the Internet 

more frequently for entertainment. Joiner et al. (2005) found that although males 

accessed the Internet much more often for gaming, males and females did not differ 

Internet use for communication purposes. Other studies have suggested that males are 

skilled and have more positive attitudes toward using the Internet than females (Li, 

Kirkup, & Hodgson, 2001; Sherman et al., 2000). Another reason suggested that may 

contribute to genders differences related to technology use are results from studies which 

indicate that females tend to evidence higher levels of anxiety related to the use of 

computers and the internet (Jackson et al., 2001; Ong & Lai, 2006). Higher levels of 

anxiety experienced by females could lead to negative attitudes toward using Internet 
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applications thus reducing the likelihood of their accessing the Internet to complete both 

school-related and personal tasks.  

More recent research related to gender differences in computer and Internet use 

suggests that these differences appear to be diminishing as children are exposed to the 

applications of information and communication technologies at earlier and earlier ages 

(Mossberger, Tolbert & Stansbury, 2003). The shrinking gender gap in computer and 

Internet use is further supported by results from research conducted by the UCLA 

Internet project which found that males and female participants did not differ in terms of 

Internet anxiety. Mobile devices, in particular smartphones, may serve to motivate 

individuals to use the Internet applications to solve problems relate to instructional and 

home environments. This notion may be especially true when considering the m-learning 

theory proposed by Crompton (2013), which suggests that users of smartphones have 

choices about how they interact with these hand-held devices. Individuals can personalize 

their interactions with Internet by choosing from a range of applications that are familiar 

and non-threatening. In addition, smartphone users have choices about when and where 

they access the Internet—thus further personalizing the context within which they choose 

to engage in tasks related to home and school environments. Providing individuals with 

choice about how and when they access the Internet is essential for motivating their 

access and use of the Internet in powerful ways that can improve their everyday lives. An 

issue related to the literature reviewed for this study is the lack of known research 

examining gender differences in technology use, particularly with respect to mobile 

devices, in Saudi Arabia. 
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Smartphone Use in Higher Education 

 
Access to smartphone devices by university students continues to grow rapidly. 

The cost of these devices has decreased while their ease of use has increased. A study 

conducted by Chen & Denoyelles (2013) at the University of Central Florida found that 

of 1,082 students surveyed, 79% owned a smartphone. A comprehensive study of 

100,000 students from 195 college campuses conducted by Dahlstrom in 2012 found that 

most students stilled owned laptop computers (86%). Sixty-two percent of these same 

students reported owning smartphones while 15% reported owning tablets. More 

importantly, 67% of those students who reported owning smartphones or tablets indicated 

that they used them for academic purposes. This percentage nearly doubled over the 

percent of students reporting the use of mobile devices for academic purposes in 2011.!!

 There are many smartphone applications that university students can to support 

their learning. For example, Web 2.0 technologies allow students to access “Podcasts, 

oral quizzes and tests Mobile Geotagging sites, Digital Storybooks, photo projects, digital 

report systems, and research tools” (Kolb, 2011). These resources and many others 

provide students with a variety of ways to complete coursework in a manner that fits their 

learning style. The use of mobile devices such as smartphones will continue to grow in 

importance as not only a learning device but also as a technology that will be important 

for students to integrate into their repertoire of skills they prepare for 21st century careers 

(Kolb, 2011).  

! Solvberg & Rismark (2012) investigated the use of mobile learning devices with 

university students in Norway enrolled in an undergraduate sociology course. They 
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created recorded video lectures that could be accessed with smartphones, tablets and 

other mobile devices. Three different learning environments were created for students to 

access course lectures. The first learning environment provided students with an 

opportunity to watch a class lecture via computer in real time from another location. 

During this lecture, students were able to ask questions and interact with the lecturer in 

real time, but felt awkward because they were in front of cameras and recorders. Most 

students did not attend these lectures after a while, because the lectures could also be 

viewed at home. The second learning environment allowed students to watch the lectures 

at different locations on campus and complete coursework and submit it to the instructor 

via the Internet. Students reported that they liked the flexibility of this learning 

environment because they could access recorded lectures based on their own class and 

work schedules. The third learning space created allowed students to access lectures off-

campus. Most students read or listened to audio for their courses from their cars or public 

transport. Students indicated that they enjoyed being able to multi-task and go about their 

daily lives without missing important class content. Although Solvberg & Rismark’s 

(2012) study found that all three types of learning environments had benefits and 

limitations, they all offered learners a personal choice about the type of learning 

environment that they felt was most effective for meeting their learning needs. !

Smartphone Applications for Learning 

 
! Although limited, there is evidence from the research that suggests that 

smartphones offer increased learning opportunities for university students. For example, 

research by Katz (2005) found that mobile phones were beneficial for accessing Internet 
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resources, tutoring and connecting students and instructors. Cochrane & Bateman’s 

(2009, 2010) research demonstrated how university students in Australia used 

smartphones to support the development of learning communities where students 

engaged in reflective inquiry and problem solving using social networking software. An 

important outcome of their study was that, as with any new technology, students and 

instructors needed training related to using smartphones with mobile Web 2.0 

applications that were suited for effectively supporting reflective discourse and inquiry. 

Huang, Wu & Chen (2012) investigated the use of smartphones in a sales and marketing 

course with undergraduate and graduate Taiwanese university students. They developed 

an assignment embedded with mobile QR codes that allowed students to access 

supplemental materials and questions more efficiently using their smartphones. Students 

in the experimental group accessed the assignment questions and typed the answers to 

questions on their smartphones prior to group discussions while control group students 

answered questions individually with no group collaboration. Findings from this study 

indicated that participants in the experimental group using smartphones to write answers 

and discuss them with their peers realized better learning outcomes than their control 

group counterparts. 

Benedict & Pence (2012) also investigated the use of smartphones with 

undergraduate chemistry students. Videos created to provide directions for using the 

laboratory, scaffold classroom learning activities and guide homework assignments were 

linked to QR codes for streamlined smartphone access. Results from student evaluations 

of these activities found that most students felt that the streamlined access to videos using 

QR codes made the videos more accessible during group work and helped them to 
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visualize problems more immediately. An important attitudinal result was that students 

indicated positive attitudes toward using smartphones more often to support their learning 

in other university courses. 

 
Disadvantages of Smartphone Use in Higher Education 

 
  A major drawback of smartphones in the classroom is their potential to cause 

distractions during class. A comprehensive study by Campbell (2007) regarding mobile 

phone use in higher education found both faculty and students generally reported negative 

attitudes toward the use of mobile phones in college classrooms. For example, if a 

student’s unmuted smartphone rings during class both the students’ and instructor’s focus 

is interrupted. More specifically, Campbell’s research found that the vast majority of 

university students surveyed in his study reported that mobile phones ringing during class 

were a serious distraction. In fact students participating in the study agreed that university 

policies should be created to restrict the use of mobile phones in classrooms. Other studies 

have reported that mobile phones cause a variety of distractions during class including 

student texting, checking email, surfing the Internet and answering calls (Baker, Lusk, & 

Neuhauser, 2012). 

  Student texting during class rather than listening and participating has also been 

identified as a problem when students have access to smartphones during class. Results 

from a study conducted by Tindall and Bohlander (2012) with 269 undergraduate students 

found that the vast majority of students (92%) admitted that they have sent or received a 

text message in class at least once or twice while almost one-third reporting texting during 

class every day. Baker, Lusk, and Neuhauser (2012) found that almost 25% of the 889 
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university students they surveyed reported sending text messages in almost all of their 

classes. In addition, 29% of those same students indicated they checked text messages in 

almost every class. Overall results from these studies suggest that in addition to 

distractions caused by ringing cell phones students are spending much of their time texting 

and not paying attention to the class lectures.  

Digital Dishonesty 

 
A major disadvantage of smartphone access in higher education expressed by 

students and faculty is their potential to be used for cheating during class quizzes and 

tests (Baker, Lusk, and Neuhauser, 2012; Bugeja, 2008, Watson, 2010). Aaron Tooley, 

director of online media for Online Education.net, suggests that cheating has always 

occurred and the use of 3G and 4G smartphones makes cheating in academic settings 

even easier (Carter, 2012). Professors should know how their students use smart phones 

in their classes and be able to understand the different methods of cheating that their 

students use. Teens with mobile telephones typically send 440 text messages weekly, 

with 110 of those digitized missives being shot off during classes, according to one study. 

Students said they routinely ignored bans on mobile phone use at school (US Teens Use, 

2009). As technology that can be used to cheat is advancing, technology that educators 

may use to thwart cheating is also advancing, such as the use of websites like 

“Turnitin.com” as found in an Ethics and Behavior article (Stephens et, al, 2012, p. 252-

253). It is clear that both the positive and negative attributes of smartphone use should be 

studied. 

Research investigating the methods of cheating pointed out that technologies such 
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as smartphones are not enabling or causing more students to cheat, but have simply 

become a tool in the hands of students who would have cheated with or without 

technology access (Stephens, 2007). There is a disparity between how many students 

admit to cheating and how many of their parents believe that their own child cheats using 

their mobile phone. “One third of the teenagers with cell phones (35%) admit to using the 

devices to find an answer for a test,” and as for the parents, “76% say cell phone cheating 

happens at their child’s school. But, perhaps not surprisingly, just 3% of parents say their 

child has ever cheated with cell phones” (Bush & Cameron, 2011).  

There is little in the research that empirically reports how smartphones are used 

for cheating in higher education. However, both faculty and students alike perceive that 

mobile phones can be used by students to gain an unfair advantage on quizzes or exams 

(Baker, Lusk, and Neuhauser, 2012; Campbell, 2007). For example, as described above, 

studies report that students commonly send and check text messages during their classes. 

It is not inconceivable that the practice of texting during class could also be used to 

access information for use to answer questions on quizzes and exams. Although the use 

of mobile devices for cheating is of concern, there are few if any studies that report actual 

observed occurrences of university students using their smartphones to cheat. 

Summary 

 
! The use of mobile devices by university students has increased dramatically in 

recent years and has become their primary source of Internet access on campus (Keller, 

2011). These mobile devices are popular because they allow students choice in how they 

want to engage in learning. The learning affordances offered by smartphone applications 
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are well documented. Students can use smartphones to access course information, to 

interact with their classmates, or to contact instructors outside of the classroom using a 

variety of Web 2.0 applications that provide increased learning opportunities. However, 

there are disadvantages of using smartphones in and outside of university classroom as 

well. The distractions caused by unmuted mobile phones and student texting are 

perceived to have negative effects on classroom learning. In addition, the potential for 

misusing smartphones to access information and engage in unpermitted collaboration 

with others during quizzes or exams has is also considered a major disadvantage of their 

use in higher education classroom settings.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 
METHODS 

 
 Research related to the use of mobile devices has just begun to investigate how 

mobile devices such as smartphones can be used to enhance student learning. Only a 

handful of studies have been conducted in the US and other in countries to investigate 

how university students use smartphones to support their learning. Most of this research 

is focused on the use of the mobile devices themselves rather than the pedagogical 

affordances that they offer. Although there is isolated evidence about students’ use of 

smartphones in higher education, there is little research about the influence of institution, 

gender and culture on university students’ use of smartphones for learning (e.g., 

Cochrane & Bateman, 2009).  

 The purpose of this study was to investigate how US university students and 

university students from Saudi Arabia use smartphones for learning in the undergraduate 

teacher education courses. In particular, the study addressed how King Khalid and 

Montana State University students use these devices to access course materials and 

interact with peers and the instructor within and outside the physical boundaries of the 

classroom. 

 
Research Questions 

1. How do university students in the United States and Saudi Arabia use their 

smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to support their classroom 

learning? 
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2. Do university students from the United States and students from Saudi Arabia 

differ in use their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to 

support their learning? 

3. Do male and female university students from the United States and Saudi 

Arabia differ in their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom 

to support their learning? 

4. Do students at Montana State University and King Khalid University report 

the use smartphone technology for cheating? 

 
Design 

 
This descriptive study used a survey design to collect data about university 

undergraduate education majors’ use of smartphones. The survey focused on how 

university students use their smartphones inside and outside of class, and if there is 

evidence to show that smartphone technology is used for academic cheating. 

Undergraduate teacher education students in the United States and Saudi Arabia were 

surveyed to determine how they use smartphone technology to support their learning both 

inside and informally outside of the classroom. 

 
Participants 

The United States participants for this study were 249 undergraduate students 

enrolled in teacher education courses at Montana State University (MSU) in Bozeman, 

Montana, and 320 undergraduate teacher education students from King Khalid University 
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(KKU) located in Aba, KSA. Both universities are public and have similar student 

enrollments. The demographic information is presented in Table 3.  

Table 3. Demographic Reported by Institution 

Montana 
State 

f % King Khalid 
University 

f % 

Gender   Gender   

 Male 58 23.3  Male 157 49.1 

 Female 191 76.7  Female 163 50.9 

Class Standing   Class Standing   

Freshman 15 6.2 Freshman 39 12.2 

Sophomore 57 23.7 Sophomore 225 70.5 

Junior 95 39.4 Junior 46 14.4 

Senior 74 30.7 Senior 9 2.9 

 
 

 The numbers of males and females participating in the study from KKU were 

almost equal. However, over two-thirds of the participants from MSU were females as 

compared to males. When examining class standing, the majority of undergraduates from 

MSU were either classified as Juniors (39.4%) or Seniors (30.7%) while the majority of 

students from KKU were Sophomores (70.5%). The average ages of the undergraduate 

teacher education students from MSU (M = 22.36, SD = 4.21) and from KKU (M = 

23.67, SD = 8.08) were very similar.  
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Instruments 

 
 A survey based on research conducted by the University of Missouri (Carter, 

2012) review of the Smartphone literature and classroom observations was developed to 

assess university students’ perceptions of smartphone usage (DeVellis, 2003). One 

version of the smartphone survey items was written in English and the other version was 

written using Arabic language for administration to the KKU students. Once the 

Smartphone survey items were written, they were sent to a select group of MSU and 

KKU university professors and graduate students to review for clarity, understanding and 

bias using procedures recommended by DeVellis (2003). This expert review panel 

provided comments to improve the clarity and accuracy of the survey questions used to 

collect data for this study. After receiving feedback from expert reviewers, items were 

revised where necessary and the revised items were piloted with undergraduate education 

students. Results from the pilot study found that the internal consistency reliability for the 

final 41-item scale was .81 for MSU students and .91 for KKU students. The Smartphone 

survey developed for this study can be found in Appendix A. 

 
Procedures 

 
 The final version of the 43-item survey was administered to gather perceptions of 

how university students’ majoring in Education used their smartphone use in and outside 

of the classroom. Education majors were also asked to answer items designed to assess 

how frequently they observed others using smartphones for cheating during quizzes and 

exams.  Students were asked to respond to each question using a five-point Likert scale 
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consisting of the following descriptors: (1) Never (Not at all), (2) Seldom (less than 

weekly), (3) Sometimes (multiple times a week but not daily), (4) Often (Daily), and (5) 

Always (Multiple times a day). Seven multiple-choice demographic questions were 

included in the survey, along with four open-ended questions. The Smartphone survey 

was distributed to students in a face-to-face classroom setting. One group of students 

completed the survey using the web-based Survey Monkey tool.  Although, web-based 

surveys are found to yield smaller response rates, research suggests they will yield similar 

participation rates to paper and pencil surveys when respondents feel a personal 

connection and are engaged (Bennett & Nair, 2011; Perkins, 2010). For this study, the 

web-based survey was administered during class and participation was encouraged by the 

instructor. Once students completed the survey, it was be collected by the researcher and 

student responses were entered into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 

for analysis.!!

 
Summary 

 
A -31-item survey was designed to assess Montana State University and King 

Khalid University preservice teachers’ smartphone use in the classroom and for informal 

settings outside of the classroom. Thirty-one of the items were used to answer the 

research question for this study. The internal consistency reliability from the pilot 

administration of the smartphone survey for both MSU and KKU students was found be 

acceptable according to criteria established by Crocker & Algina (2006). Coefficient 

alphas for both groups exceeded .80. Two hundred and forty MSU preservice teachers 

completed the survey while 320 KKU undergraduate students completed the Saudi 
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version of the survey. Descriptive statistics and Mann-Whitney U tests were used to 

answer the research questions posed for this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
RESULTS 

 
Introduction 

 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate how US university students and 

university students from Saudi Arabia use smartphone for learning in the undergraduate 

teacher education courses. In particular, how King Khalid University and Montana State 

University students use these devices to access course materials and interact with peers 

and the instructor within and outside the physical boundaries of the classroom. 

 
Research Questions 

1. How do university students in the United States and Saudi Arabia use their 

smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to support their 

classroom learning? 

2. Do university students from the United States and students from Saudi 

Arabia differ in their use of smartphones inside and outside of the 

classroom to support their learning? 

3. Do male and female university students from the United States and Saudi 

Arabia use their use of smartphones inside and outside of  the classroom to 

support their learning? 

4. Do students at Montana State University and King Khalid University 

report the use smartphone technology for cheating? 
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 The Coefficient Alphas for the survey items were .92 for the MSU students and 

.98 for the KKU students indicating satisfactory internal consistency reliability according 

to criteria proposed by Crocker & Algina (2006).  

 Research Questions 1 and 2 were answered by presenting the descriptive statistics 

for smartphone use inside and outside of the class in Tables 4 and 5. In addition, the 

results reported these tables also report results from institutional comparisons.  

 
Research Questions 1 and 2 

“How do university students in the United States and Saudi Arabia use their 

smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to support their classroom 

learning?” 

“Do university students from the United States and students from Saudi Arabia 

differ in use their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to 

support their learning?” 

 Group items responses for both MSU and KKU were found to be significantly 

non-normal and in many cases the group variances were also significantly different. Due 

to violations of the assumptions necessary to conduct parametric t-tests, nonparametric 

Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to compare average item ratings by institution. 

Family-wise error rates were corrected for by dividing the alpha level by the number of 

comparisons. In this case, the alpha level of .05 was divided by 12, yielding a threshold 

for significance of .004. Effect sizes were also calculated to eliminate the effects of 

sample size on the significance of comparisons using procedures outlined in Corder & 
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Foreman (2009). Effect sizes based on Cohen’s (1988) work were interpreted as follows: 

.01 = small, .30 = moderate and .50 = large. 

 Descriptive statistics reported in Table 4 show that MSU students reported that 

the most frequent use of smartphones in class was for “communicating with others by 

texting” (M = 3.66, SD = 1.17), followed by “accessing course information” (M = 3.27, 

SD = 1.07), and “communicate with others about assignments through email” (M = 3.25, 

SD = 1.18). The smartphone use inside the classroom rated as being used least often was 

“for taking notes in class” (M = 1.45, SD = .80). These uses of smartphones in class for 

learning still ranged from often to only sometimes. Generally, KKU students reported 

“never or only rarely” using their smartphones in class. The items with the highest 

average ratings by KKU students were “communicate with others by texting” (M = 3.01, 

SD = 1.33) and “accessing course information” (M = 2.55, SD = 1.31). The lowest 

average item rating by KKU students was for “recording a lecture” (M = 1.68, SD = 

1.04). Results from Mann-Whitney U tests found that MSU students rated their average 

smartphone use significantly higher on nine of thirteen items assessing smartphone use 

inside the as compared to KKU students. MSU students rated their smartphone use 

significantly higher in magnitude on the items “communicating with others about class 

assignments through email” (d = .46) while KKU students reported used their 

smartphones in class significantly more often for “listening to a lecture (podcast)”  

(d =.38). In terms of effect size, the magnitude of these two comparisons were considered 

large. However, although significant, the effect sizes for the remaining differences were 

found to range from small to moderate.  
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Table 4. Means and Standard Deviations by Smartphone Use Within Classrooms  
Across Institutions 
 

Item MSU KKU  

 Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone during 
class to:      

1. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 3.27 1.07 2.55 1.31 .29* 

2. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.47 1.10 2.35 1.18 .07 

3. take notes in class? 1.45 .802 2.28 1.30 .34* 

4. find the meaning words or terms used in  class? 2.83 1.20 2.14 1.18 .30* 

5. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 2.66 1.55 2.21 1.29 .20* 

6. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 2.58 1.20 1.99 1.16 .25* 

7. view PowerPoints? 1.97 1.09 1.86 1.20 .08 

8.  record a lecture? 1.18 .560 1.68 1.04 .30* 

9. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 1.30 .70 2.25 1.41 .38* 

10. view a course video? 1.73 1.01 1.87 1.17 .04 

11. communicate with others by texting? 3.66 1.17 3.01 1.33 .24* 

12. communicate with others about class 
assignments through email? 3.25 1.18 1.96 1.22 .46* 

13. participate in polls created by the instructor 
(vote on class issues)? 1.97 1.06 2.13 1.26 .04 

Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.  aMean,  bStandard Deviation, p < .004 
!

! The descriptive results from the analysis of the smartphone survey items shows 

that MSU students generally reported that they used smartphones outside of class 

“Sometimes to Often” to support their learning. The highest mean ratings were found for  

“communicating with others by texting” (M = 3.87, SD = 1.15), “collaborating on 

assignments with others by texting, emails or wikis” (M = 3.56, SD = 1.17), 

“communicating with others about assignments through email” (M = 3.51, SD = 1.15) 
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and “access course information (M = 3.37, SD = 1.12). The least used smartphone 

application outside the class for learning was “ listening to a lecture (podcast)”  

(M = 1.37, SD = .812). 

  The average item ratings for KKU students again indicated that for the most part 

they “Never or Rarely” used their smartphones outside of the classroom to support their 

learning. The two items rated the highest on average by KKU students was for “accessing 

course information (M =3.00, SD = 1.35) and “communicating with others about 

assignments by texting” (M = 2.76, SD = 1.40). The lowest rated item was “collaborating 

on assignments with others by texting, emails or wikis” (M = 1.50, SD = 1.09).  

 Results from Mann-Whitney U tests found that MSU students rated their average 

smartphone use significantly higher on ten of the thirteen smartphone uses outside of the 

classroom when compared to KKU students. In terms of effect size, the largest 

differences were found in favor of MSU for “communicating with others about class 

assignments through email” (d = .48) and “communicating with others about assignments 

by texting” (d = .37). Again, Cohen’s (1988), criteria were used when interpreting the 

magnitude of the effect size (.10 = small, .30 = moderate and .50 = large). The effect 

sizes for the remaining significant differences ranged from small to moderate.  
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Table 5. Results by Institution for Smartphone Use Outside of the Classroom 

 MSU KKU  

Item Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone outside of 
class to:      

14. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 3.37 1.12 3.00 1.35 .13* 

15. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.50 1.22 2.39 1.26 .06 

16. find the meaning words or terms used 
 in class? 2.50 1.22 2.32 1.23 .23* 

17. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 2.76 1.23 2.18 1.31 .21* 

18. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 2.44 1.28 1.94 1.25 .21* 

19. view PowerPoints? 1.86 1.12 1.82 1.13 .02 

20. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 1.37 .812 1.99 1.28 .28* 

21. view a course video? 1.60 .973 2.00 1.27 .14* 

22. communicate with others about  
assignments by texting? 3.87 1.15 2.76 1.40 .37* 

23. communicate with others about  
 assignments through email? 3.51 1.15 2.13 1.29 .48* 

24. collaborate on assignments with 
others by texting, emails or wikis 3.56 1.17 1.50 1.09 .21* 

25. participate in polls created by the  
instructor (vote on class issues)? 1.74 1.06 2.19 1.27 .19 

Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.  aMean , bStandard Deviation, p < .004 

 
Research Question 3 

“Do male and female university students from the United States and Saudi Arabia 

use their use of smartphones inside and outside of the classroom to support their 

learning?” 

 The descriptive statistics for smartphone use inside the classroom by gender are 

reported for both MSU and KKU students in tables 6 and 7. Mann-Whitney U tests were 
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used to compare MSU males and females on items assessing smartphone use during 

class.  MSU females rated their average use of smartphones inside the classroom 

significantly higher than males for “accessing course information”, “reading course 

materials” and “viewing pictures.” Although these differences were significant, the effect 

sizes were considered small in magnitude.  

 
Table 6. Results for MSU Gender Comparisons by Smartphone Use Inside the Classroom 

 Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.   aMean,  bStandard Deviation, *p < .004 

 

 
 

 
Males 

 
Female  

Item Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone during 
class to:      

1. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 2.85 .97 3.39 1.07 .22* 

2. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.05 1.22 2.59 1.09 .20* 

3. take notes in class? 1.22 .500 1.51 .863 .13 

4. find the meaning words or terms used in  class? 2.47 1.10 2.93 1.17 .17 

5. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 

2.21 .960 2.79 1.18 .21* 

6. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 2.19 1.16 2.70 1.20 .18* 

7. view PowerPoints? 1.68 2.07 1.97 1.09 .14 

8.  record a lecture? 1.17 .386 1.18 .600 .07 

9. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 1.23 .572 1.32 .730 .02 

10. view a course video? 1.60 .824 1.78 1.10 .06 

11. communicate with others by texting? 3.28 1.25 3.77 1.12 .17 

12. communicate with others about class 
assignments through email? 3.05 1.20 3.26 1.17 .08 

13. participate in polls created by the instructor (vote 
on class issues)? 

1.94 .933 1.98 1.07 .01 
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 Gender comparisons using Mann-Whitney U tests were also used to compare 

KKU males and females on items assessing smartphone use during class (see Table 7).  

KKU males rated their average use of smartphones inside the classroom significantly 

higher than females for “communicating with others about class assignments through 

email,” “reading course materials” and “viewing pictures.” Although these differences 

were significant, the effect sizes were considered very small in magnitude indicating the 

differences were not of practical significance. 

 
Table 7. Results for KKU Gender Comparisons, Smartphone Use Inside the Classroom 

Item Males Female  

 Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone during 
class to:      

1. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 2.65 1.23 2.46 1.39 .08 

2. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.52 1.10 2.19 1.24 .16* 

3. take notes in class? 2.31 1.13 2.24 1.43 .07 

4. find the meaning words or terms used in  class? 2.02 .999 2.24 1.33 .04 

5. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 

2.12 1.10 2.31 1.44 .02 

6. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 1.94 1.02 2.04 1.29 .01* 

7. view PowerPoints? 1.62 .950 2.10 1.36 .16 

8.  record a lecture? 1.59 .883 1.78 1.16 .03 

9. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 2.13 1.29 2.38 1.52 .06 

10. view a course video? 1.78 1.02 1.96 1.30 .04 

11. communicate with others by texting? 3.30 1.22 2.98 1.44 .02 

12. communicate with others about class 
assignments through email? 1.67 .957 2.25 1.36 .20* 

13. participate in polls created by the instructor 
(vote on class issues)? 

2.04 1.16 2.21 1.34 .05 
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Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.   aMean,  bStandard Deviation, *p < .004!

 Results from comparisons by gender for smartphone use outside of the classroom 

were also made for MSU and KKU students are reported in Tables 8 and 9. Results from 

Mann-Whitney U tests shows that MSU males were found to use their smartphones at a  

significantly higher average frequency than MSU females when “accessing course  

information” and “collaborating on assignments with other by texting, email or through 

wikis. However, the effect sizes for these differences were very small in magnitude. 

Mann-Whitney U tests were also used to compare KKU males and females by 

smartphone use outside of he classroom. Results indicated that KKU females reported 

using their smartphones an average more frequently than KKU males for “viewing Power 

Points” and “viewing Pictures.” However, the effect sizes for these differences were very 

small in magnitude. 
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Table 8. Results for MSU Gender Comparisons by Smartphone Use Outside of Class 

Item Males Female  

 Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone outside of 
class to:      

14. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 3.02 1.02 3.50 1.12 .19* 

15. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.16 .960 2.61 1.27 .15 

16. find the meaning words or terms used in  class? 2.63 1.05 3.02 1.37 .13 

17. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 

2.40 .997 2.81 1.28 .13 

18. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 2.09 1.10 2.55 1.31 .15 

19. view PowerPoints? 1.79 1.05 1.88 1.15 .02 

20. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 1.29 .653 1.39 .854 .01 

21. view a course video? 1.53 .804 1.63 1.02 .01 

22. communicate with about assignments  
by texting? 3.60 1.24 3.95 1.11 .13 

23. communicate with others about assignments 
through email? 3.23 1.26 3.60 1.10 .10 

24. Collaborate on assignments with other by 
texting, email or through wikis. 3.12 1.30 3.70 1.10 .18* 

25. participate in polls created by the instructor 
(vote on class issues)? 

1.62 .945 1.78 1.10 .05 

Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.  aMean,  bStandard Deviation, p <.004 

 

!  
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Table 9. Results for KKU Gender Comparisons by Smartphone Use Outside of Class 

 
Research Question 4 

Do students at Montana State University and King Khalid University report the 

use smartphone technology for cheating? 

 Results from items asking students to report how often on average they observed 

their peers using smartphones for unethical practices are reported in Table 10. Results 

indicate that overall both MSU and KKU students reported that they “never or rarely” 

observed students using smartphones inside or outside of the classroom for cheating.  

Item Males Female  

 
Ma SDb M SD 

Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone outside of 
class to: 

     

14. access course information (e.g., syllabus, 
assignments etc.)? 2.93 1.25 3.08 1.45 .06 

15. read course materials (e.g., notes)? 2.37 1.16 2.40 1.35 .02 

16. find the meaning words or terms used in  class? 2.19 1.04 2.45 1.38 .07 

17. find reference material for class 
activities/assignments? 

1.97 1.15 2.38 1.43 .13 

18. view pictures (e.g., diagrams, maps, etc.)? 1.67 1.03 2.20 1.38 .20* 

19. view PowerPoints? 1.47 .707 2.18 1.36 .26* 

20. listen to a lecture (e.g., podcast)? 1.79 1.04 2.19 1.45 .10 

21. view a course video? 1.87 1.13 2.13 1.38 .08 

22. communicate with about assignments  
by texting? 2.53 1.22 3.00 1.53 .14 

23. communicate with others about assignments 
through email? 1.89 1.05 2.39 1.45 .15 

24. Collaborate on assignments with other by texting, 
email or through wikis. 1.29 .487 1.71 1.50 .01 

25. participate in polls created by the instructor (vote 
on class issues)? 

2.05 1.12 2.32 1.40 .06 

Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely,  
3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.   aMean,  bStandard Deviation, p < .004!
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KKU students observed others using smartphones for cheating significantly more often 

than MSU students for “sending answers to others during an exam or quiz”(d=.15), 

“receiving answers from others during a quiz or exam” (d = .13), “accessing lecture notes 

or other course materials during an exam or quiz” (d = .18), “sharing answers with 

someone who has not taken and exam or quiz” (d = .17) and “checking facts while 

writing a paper during a quiz or exam” (d=.15). Although, KKU and MSU students 

differed significantly on these items, the effect sizes were considered very small and not 

practically significant.  

 
Table 10. Results for Smartphone Use for Cheating During Class by Institution 

Item MSU KKU  

 Ma SDb M SD Effect 
size 

How often did you use your Smartphone during class 
to:      

26. Cheat on tests, quizzes and Other  
assignments. 1.36 .713 1.49 .930 .05 

27. Send (by text/email) answers to others during 
a quiz or an exam. 1.35 .861 1.58 .978 .15* 

28. receive (text/email) answers from others during a 
quiz or exam. 1.26 .699 1.45 .896 .13* 

29. Access lecture notes or other course materials 
during a quiz or exam. 1.32 .730 1.67 1.08 .18* 

30. Share (text/email) answers with someone who 
has not taken the exam or quiz yet. 1.41 .770 1.74 1.04 .17* 

31. Check facts while writing a paper during a quiz 
or exam. 

1.34 .775 1.65 1.13 .15* 

Table Note. Items were rated by students using a five-point Likert scale where 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = 
Sometimes, 4 = Often and 5 = Always.  aMean,  bStandard Deviation,  p < .004 

 

!  
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Summary 

 
 This study was undertaken to determine how students in the United States and 

Saudi Arabia use their smartphones for learning both inside and outside of the classroom. 

A descriptive analysis of the items used to assess smartphone use found that MSU 

students generally used their smartphones “sometimes” inside and outside the classroom. 

The smartphone uses with the highest average ratings for frequency of use by MSU 

students inside the classroom was for “communicating with others by texting, “accessing 

course information” and “communicate with others about assignments through email.” 

On the other hand, KKU students overall reported that they “never or rarely” used their 

smartphones inside the classroom. The items with the highest average ratings by KKU 

students for smartphone use inside the classroom were for “communicating with others 

by texting and “accessing course information.” 

 MSU students reported also reported that they used their smartphones generally 

“sometimes” similar sometimes to support their learning outside of the classroom. The 

items with the highest average frequency ratings included “communicating with others by 

texting,” “collaborating on assignments with others by texting, emails or wikis,” 

“communicating with others about assignments through email,” and “accessing course 

information.” KKU students on the other hand again reported “never to rarely” using 

their smartphones outside of the classroom to support their learning. KKU students 

reported “accessing course information and “communicating with others about 

assignments by texting” as the most frequent of smartphones by them in class.  
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 Mann-Whitney U tests were also conducted to compare MSU and KKU students 

on their use smartphones inside and outside of class. Overall, MSU students rated their 

use of smartphones significantly higher then KKU students. However, with the exception 

of using smartphones for “communicating with others about class assignments through 

email,” the effect sizes for the other differences between smartphone use items were very 

small. Similar results were found when comparing MSU and KKU students on 

smartphone use outside of the classroom.  

 Mann-Whitney U tests were also conducted to compare MSU and KKU males 

and females on their average smartphone use inside the classroom. Although MSU 

females rated their average use of smartphones inside the classroom significantly higher 

on three of the twelve items, these effect sizes for these differences were very small in 

magnitude. KKU males on the other hand, rated their average use of smartphones inside 

the classroom significantly higher than females for “communicating with others about 

class assignments through email,” “reading course materials” and “viewing pictures.” 

Although significant, these differences were very small in magnitude. When compared on 

the use of smartphones outside of the classroom, MSU males and females evidenced 

significant differences on three items but as was the case with smartphone use inside the 

classroom, the effect sizes for these comparisons very small. Similar results were found 

for male and female comparison for smartphone use outside of the classroom for KKU 

students.  

 Both MSU and KKU students reported overall that they “never or rarely” 

observed others using smartphones to cheat on exams or quizzes. Smartphone item 
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comparisons found that KKU and MSU students did not differ significantly on the 

reported use of smartphone for cheating. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 
DISCUSSION 

 

 The use of mobile devices by university students has increased dramatically in 

recent years and has become their primary source of Internet access on campus (Keller, 

2011). Several studies have found that the majority of students attending college own a 

laptop in addition to a smartphone (Chen & Doyelles, 2013). More importantly, the 

majority of students owning smartphones and other mobile devices, such as tablets, 

reported using these devices for academic purposes. The use of mobile devices has 

provided opportunities for university students to personalize their learning to fit their 

individual needs (Crompton, 2013). Students can utilize the technology they have to 

streamline information access and learn in a way that makes sense to them. Portable 

laptop computers and tablets allow students to engage in learning activities in both formal 

and informal contexts. For example, they can complete written papers and other 

homework assignments in a variety of different places outside of the classroom such as 

the library, at home, or at the local coffee shop. Even during class, students are able to 

send and receive information related to concepts taught in class through texting and 

instant messaging (Dahlstrom,Walker & Dzuiban, 2013). Students are able to quickly 

take notes, record lectures, review Point Presentations, pictures and other resources that 

their professors have made available online. Students are afforded more opportunities to 

engage in personalized learning. 

 Smartphones, like tablet computers and other mobile devices, are powerful 

technologies that have the potential to support student learning within the context of 
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multiple learning environments. A smartphone’s ability to be used as a classroom 

learning tool is what gives it greater value to both students and teachers (Cheung, 2009). 

Web 2.0 software applications allow the smartphone to become a research, note taking, 

recording, and entertainment device that has great potential for supporting learning 

formally inside the classroom and informally outside of the classroom (Solvberg & 

Rismark, 2012). One advantage of Web 2.0 applications over programs used on a laptop 

computer, for example, is that they are inexpensive as compared to computer software 

programs. Mobile devices, such as smartphones, have great potential to improve 

educational systems world wide because of opportunities they offer for seamless access 

to learning environments across multiple contexts and personalized learning experiences. 

It is a vital resource to countries that hope to remain academically competitive. 

  As smartphone and other mobile device use continues to increase on college 

campuses, institutions and their faculties will need to develop sound strategies to leverage 

their use for creating a more personalized and student-centered learning environment. 

However, there is research available to guide the use of mobile technologies such as 

smartphones for learning. Most of this research is focused on how students use mobile 

devices rather than relating their use to pedagogies that are in turn linked to solid learning 

outcomes. Little empirical evidence exists to guide faculty’s intentional use of technology 

that takes advantage university students’ access to smartphone devices.  

 This study was conducted to investigate how university students and university 

Saudi Arabia and the United States use smartphones for learning in the undergraduate 

teacher education courses. Specifically, this study examined how university students used 

these devices to access course materials and interact with peers and the instructor within 
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and outside the physical boundaries of the classroom. The results from this research will 

provide universities and their faculty with a better understanding of student views about 

using smartphones in classroom settings. This research further provided answers to many 

questions about how smartphone technology is currently being used both inside and 

outside of the classroom, and what barriers exist relative to the use of mobile 

technologies in classrooms. The results of this research provide accurate and vital 

information to educators and students about how mobile technology can be used to 

support learning in both formal context of the physical classroom and in other contexts 

outside the walls of the physical classroom. 

 As smartphones and other mobile device use continues to increase on college 

campuses, institutions and their faculties will need to develop sound strategies to leverage 

their use for creating a more personalized and student-centered learning environment. 

However, there is research available to guide the use of mobile technologies such as 

smartphones for learning. Most of this research is focused on how students use mobile 

devices rather than relating their use to pedagogies that are in turn linked to solid learning 

outcomes. Little empirical evidence exists to guide faculty’s intentional use of technology 

that takes advantage university students’ access to smartphone devices.  

 
Conclusions 

 
MSU and KKU Smartphone Use 

 Smartphone use both inside and outside of the classroom by preservice teachers at 

Montana State University was found to range from sometimes to often. University students from 

King Khalid university on the other hand reported using their smartphone never to rarely both In 
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general, preservice teachers from MSU reported using their smartphones more often than KKU 

students to support their learning both during and outside of class. However, students from both 

institutions reported using their smartphones often to communicate with others about their classes 

through texting. Students reported using texting applications to communicate with others 

during class and to gain information about course assignments. This finding is aligned 

with other research reporting that texting is a common method for communicating with 

others. For example, recent research by Davis (2010) found that young people are using 

texts an average of fifty-three hours per week as compared to the seventy-seven minutes 

per day documented in 2004. In addition, Tindall and Bohlander (2012) survey found that 

university students’ use of smartphones for texting is prevalent before and during class at 

the college level. The majority of students surveyed reported sending or receiving a text 

message in class at least once or twice while about one-third text in class every day.  

 A large difference between KKU and MSU students was the use of smartphones 

for collaboration. One reason suggested for this large difference is that technology such 

as smartphones and other mobile devices are just beginning to be integrated into 

university classrooms in Saudi Arabia (Al-Nuaim, 2012). Although Saudi university 

students are permitted to possess smartphones, instructors do not encourage their use as a 

learning tool. In addition, online learning is just beginning to emerge in Saudi 

universities, and the amount of online resources that could be used to access smartphones 

is sparse (Al-Fahad, 2009), reducing access to course information and collaboration on 

assignments through texting or email outside of classes. MSU students were also found to 

use their smartphones much more often for collaboration than KKU students. This is not 

surprising when considering the cultural differences related to teaching approaches in the 
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United States as compared to those in Saudi Arabia. The predominant teaching style by 

public schools and institutions in the Middle East is teacher-centered as compared to the 

United States which uses more learner-centered constructivist learning approaches that 

support student collaboration (Porcaro & Al Musawi, 2009). 

 
Smartphone Use by Gender 

 There were few and very small differences between the frequency of smartphone 

use for MSU male and female students. Likewise very few and small differences were 

found for KKU gender comparisons. One explanation thought to explain the differences 

in smartphone for MSU males and females may be simply  that females in general use 

their smartphones more often than males (Beaver, Knox & Zusman, 2010). Results from 

this research found that females use their smartphones more often than males for 

accessing course information, reading course materials and viewing pictures. This 

outcome, however, contradicts results from research conducted by Ding (2009), who 

found that females tend to engage with technologies such as smartphones far more 

verbally and less visually than their male counterparts. For KKU students, cultural 

differences may play a role in smartphone use. In Saudi Arabia, universities are tolerant 

of male use of smartphones in the classroom while smartphone use by female university 

students is strictly prohibited due to fear that pictures of unveiled women could be 

distributed electronically. (Alzabn & Altruraif, 2007).  

 MSU females reported using their smartphones more often than males for 

collaborating on assignments. This result is similar to outcomes from research by Lan & 

Tsai (2011) who found that females engage in texting activities much more often than 
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males. Their research suggests that females are more relationship-oriented than males and 

use texting as a way to collaborate with others both socially and when engaged in 

learning activities. Our results also seem to confirm that there are fewer gender gaps in 

the use of mobile technologies between males and females evidenced by the fact that 

MSU males and females differed on only 3 of 13 items during class and 2 of 13 items for 

smartphone use outside of class. Similar results were found for gender comparisons for 

KKU students. 

 KKU females were found to be more likely to use smartphone applications than 

their male counterparts only for viewing pictures and Power Points outside of the 

classroom. These differences were minor and might be explained by women’s role in the 

Saudi Culture. Women spend more time in their homes than Saudi males and rely on their 

smartphones more often to interact with others and access information. However, the low 

frequency of access for both males and females using their smartphones outside of class 

could also be because there are not many learning materials related to their university 

coursework available. E-learning in Saudi Arabia is only beginning to be used to deliver 

instruction and it could be that university faculty do not use many web-based resources 

for students to access outside of the physical boundaries of the face-to-face classroom 

(Hussan, 2011). Another potential issue for KKU students is that wireless access to the 

Internet is limited outside of their university as compared to the ubiquitous wireless 

Internet access available off campus to MSU students. 

 
!  
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Digital Dishonesty  

 Results indicate that that MSU and KKU university students reported  “never or 

rarely” observing other students using smartphones inside or outside of the classroom for 

cheating. Although KKU students in some cases reported smartphone cheating 

significantly more often than MSU students when using some smartphone applications, 

these differences were very small. Student perceptions of cheating gathered from this 

study are somewhat inconsistent with those reported in the literature. For example, a 

survey of 1,035 undergraduate students by Stephens, Young and Calabrese (2007) found 

that almost 50% engaged in some form of cheating using handheld PDA or other digital 

devices. In particular they used these devices to copy homework, engage in unpermitted 

collaboration and accessed notes during a test or quiz). Roberts and Wasieleski (2012) 

found that the more online tools such as PDAs and smartphone devices were accessible 

by college students to help them complete assignments, the more likely students were to 

copy the work of others. However, similar to the results reported for this study, Watson 

(2010) found that only 3% of the 635 undergraduate students surveyed reported that they 

used text messaging through a cellphone or a handheld device during an exam or quiz. 

One reason for the inconsistencies in results related to the use of smartphone devices for 

cheating is that the data collected to assess digital cheating is from survey data and not 

from direct observations. Many students may feel uncomfortable reporting their own 

cheating as well as others’ dishonest use of mobile devices for academic purposes 

regardless of guarantee of anonymity.  
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Recommendations for Further Research 

 
 It is suggested that interviews and observations be conducted in addition to a 

survey similar to the one used for this study to verify the perceptions of student 

smartphone use during classes. The data collected for this study is based on self-report 

and may be somewhat biased. For example, as discussed above, it is difficult to ask 

students to admit to or report cheating behavior because of the consequences ranging 

from a verbal reprimand, being assigned a failing grades or expulsion. However, an 

experiment unrelated to student coursework could be devised that would allow 

researchers to observe students using their smartphones. This type of research would 

allow for the collection of observational data that would provide a better understanding of 

the frequency of smartphone misuse during quizzes, exams or other high-stakes 

assessments. In addition, more in-depth interview data may reveal other beneficial uses of 

smartphones for learning other than those investigated for this study. Likewise, 

interviews may also reveal more details about how students misuse their smartphones 

during class and outside of formal class settings.  

 
Summary 

 
 Results from this study indicate that in general, MSU students use their 

smartphones general sometimes” for learning both inside and outside of the classroom. 

KKU students on the other hand reported using their smartphones never or rarely during 

class as well as informally outside of the classroom. In general, these results found that 

males and females differed very little in their use of smartphones to support their 
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learning. Lastly, both MSU and KKU students reported never or rarely observing others 

using their smartphones to cheat during quizzes or exams.  

 These findings have important implications related to supporting the learning of 

preservice teachers and other undergraduate students majoring in other disciplines. 

Regardless of cultural or gender differences both KKU and MSU students use their 

smartphone infrequently to support their learning. As students are increasingly likely to 

bring their smartphones to class, instructors should make efforts to use them to their 

advantage to enrich student learning. For example, classroom activities and assignments 

could be created using social network applications to provide a way for students 

instantaneously interact with one another to create new knowledge and understanding. 

These immediate, text-based interactions can further enhance learning when accompanied 

by media-based resources such as videos, audio files and pictures. The use of Web 2.0 

social networking tools can also be used also to encourage communications between 

student and instructors. Students can receive more immediate clarification about 

assignments while instructors can provide more immediate feedback related to student 

performance. Short, electronic surveys or polls could also be created to allow students to 

anonymously express their opinions. Engaging students in this manner may serve to 

stimulate more in-depth discourse among students related to pertinent course topics.  

 Communication barriers that exist within the Saudi culture could also be reduced 

with the use of smartphone technologies. In Saudi Arabia there is a deep respect by the 

young Saudi individuals for older family members and adults. Verbal interactions can be 

characterized by younger adults listening to the verbalizations of older family members 

and other older adults. Smartphone communication may provide a strategy that allows for 
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balanced discourse between both young and old that otherwise would not occur when 

meeting face-to-face. Saudi students are expected to listen to the professor and are not 

encouraged to engage discussion or questioning. However, smartphones provide more 

opportunities for students and instructors to engage with one another that is not culturally 

acceptable in public university classrooms. The use of smartphones in the Saudi 

university classrooms may help to create a more interactive learning environment where 

students have opportunities to contribute to knowledge construction along side of their 

instructors. 

 An important implication for Saudi female students is access to course materials 

and participation in collaborative learning activities. Saudi females students are strictly 

prohibited from using smartphones during class for fear that unauthorized pictures will be 

taken and distributed to other individuals outside of their immediate family. However, 

when not in school, Saudi women spend most of their time at home with ready access to 

smartphones. Classroom activities could be designed to allow for Saudi female students 

to communicate about and collaborate on assignments from their homes with other 

female students creating similar learning opportunities to those available to their male 

counterparts.  

 Results from this study indicate that smartphone applications are underutilized as 

a learning tool by universities and their faculty to support student learning. Although the 

m-learning research, particularly with respect to smartphone use, is fairly recent, results 

from this study and others suggest that faculty should consider how they can develop 

course materials that are accessible by smartphones and other mobile devices. Curriculum 

development designed with respect to mobile technologies is vitally important to increase 
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student opportunities for students to learn as university students’ access to mobile 

technologies continues to grow.    
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Smartphone!Survey!

!

1. Do!you!own!a!Smartphone?!
a. Yes!
b. No!
!

If#you#answered#no,#to#question#1,#please#discontinue#the#survey#and#submit#

If#you#answered#yes,#continue#to#question#2#

2. Please!indicate!your!gender?!
a. Male!
b. Female!
!

3. What!is!your!class!standing?!
a. Freshman!
b. Sophomore!
c. Junior!
d. Senior!
e. Other!–!please!explain!
!

4. What!is!your!age:!
!

5. Please!indicate!your!major:!
!

6. What!company!makes!your!Smartphone!
!

a. Motorola!
b. Palm!
c. Apple!
d. Nokia!
e. LG!
f. Samsung!
g. Blackberry!
h. Other_________________!

!
7. Who!is!your!mobile!carrier!

a. Sprint!Nextel!!
b. Verizon!Wireless!
c. AT&T!
d. TXMobile!
e. Other___________!
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8. How!often!do!you!use!your!Smartphone!in!class?!
a. Never!
b. Rarely!
c. Sometimes!
d. Often!
e. Very!Often!

!

Please!answer!the!following!questions!about!how!you!use!your!Smartphone!in#class!for!
your!studies!at!MSU!using!the!following!descriptors”:!“Never#(Not#at#all),#Seldom#(less#
than#weekly),#Sometimes#(multiple#times#a#week#but#not#daily),#Often#(Daily),#Always#
(Multiple#times#a#day)”#for#each#question.###

Please#check#one#descriptor#for#each#question!#

During!the!past!school!year!how!often!did!
you!use!your!Smartphone!during!class!to:!

Never! Rarely! Sometimes! Often! Always!

9.!access!course!information!(syllabus,!
assignments!etc.)?!

! ! ! !
!

10.!read!course!materials!(notes)?! ! ! ! ! !

11.!take!notes!in!class?! ! ! ! ! !

12.!find!the!meaning!words!or!terms!used!
in!class?!

! ! ! !
!

13.!find!reference!material!for!class!
activities!and!assignments!

! ! ! !
!

14.!view!course!pictures!(diagrams,!
maps,!etc.)?!

! ! ! !
!

15.!view!course!PowerPoints?! ! ! ! ! !

16.!record!a!class!lecture?! ! ! ! ! !

17.!listen!to!a!class!lecture!(podcast)?! ! ! ! ! !

18.!view!course!videos?! ! ! ! ! !

19.!communicate!with!others!about!class!
assignments!texting?!

! ! ! !
!

20.!communicate!with!others!about!class!
assignments!through!email?!

! ! ! !
!

!
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22.!Please!describe!other!ways!that!you!use!your!smartphone!in#class!for!your!studies!at!
MSU!

!

!

Please!answer!the!following!questions!about!how!you!use!your!Smartphone!outside#of#
class!for!your!studies!at!MSU!using!the!following!descriptors:!!“Never#(Not#at#all),#
Sometimes#(Multiple#times#a#week#but#not#daily),#Often#(Daily),#Very#Often#(Multiple#
times#a#day)”#for#each#question.###

Please#check#one#descriptor#for#each#question.#

During!the!past#school#year,!how!often!
do!you!use!your!Smartphone!outside#of!
class!to:!

Never! Rarely! Sometimes! Often! Very!
Often!

23.!access!course!information!(syllabus,!
assignments!etc.)?!

! ! ! ! !

24.!read!course!materials!(notes)?! ! ! ! ! !

25.!find!the!meaning!words!or!terms!used!
in!class?!

! ! ! ! !

26.!find!reference!material!for!class!
activities/assignments!

! ! ! ! !

27.!view!course!pictures!(diagrams,!maps,!
etc.)?!

! ! ! ! !

28.view!course!PowerPoints?! ! ! ! ! !

29.!listen!to!class!lectures!(podcast)?! ! ! ! ! !

30.!view!course!videos?! ! ! ! ! !

31.!communicate!with!others!about!class!
assignments!by!texting?!

! ! ! ! !

32.!communicate!with!others!about!class!
assignments!through!email?!

! ! ! ! !

33.!others!by!texting,!email!or!through!
wikis.!

! ! ! ! !

#
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35.!Please!describe!other!ways!that!you!use!your!smartphone!outside#of#class!for!your!
studies!at!MSU!

!

Please!answer!the!following!questions!about!how!you!use!your!Smartphone!in#class!for!
your!studies!at!MSU!using!the!following!descriptors:!!“Never#(Not#at#all),#Seldom#(less#
than#weekly),#Sometimes#(##multiple#times#a#week#but#not#daily),#Often#(Daily),#
Always#(Multiple#times#a#day)”#for#each#question.###

!

Please#only#check#one#descriptor#for#each#question!

During!the!past#school#year,!
I!have!observed!others!using!
their!smartphones!in!class!to:!

Never! Rarely! Sometimes! Often! Always!

36.!cheat!on!test,!quizzes,!and!
other!assignments.!

! ! ! ! !

37.!send!(text!/email)!
answers!to!other!students!
during!an!quiz!or!exam.!

! ! ! ! !

38.!receive!(text!/email)!
answers!from!other!students!
during!a!quiz!or!exam.!

! ! ! ! !

39.!access!lecture!notes!or!
other!course!materials!
during!an!quiz!or!exam.!

! ! ! ! !

40.!share!(text!/email)!
answers!with!someone!who!
has!not!taken!the!exam!or!
quiz!yet.!

! ! ! ! !

41.!check!facts!while!writing!
a!paper!during!an!quiz!or!
exam.!

! ! ! ! !

!
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42.!Please!describe!other!ways!that!smartphones!might!be!used!to!cheat!when!completing!
assignments,!tests,!quizzes!etc.!

!

!

43.!Please!describe!other!general!ways!that!you!use!your!smartphone.!

!

!

Please!answer!the!following!questions!about!the!amount!of!time!you!use!your!Smartphone!
for!various!school!related!activities!at!MSU!using!the!following!descriptors:!!“Never#(Not#at#
all),#Seldom#(less#than#weekly),#Sometimes#(##multiple#times#a#week#but#not#daily),#
Often#(Daily),#Always#(Multiple#times#a#day)”#for#each#question.###

!

Please#only#check#one#descriptor#for#each#question 

 

How!often!do!you!use!your!
Smartphone#for#:!

Multiple!
times!a!
day!

Daily!

Multiple!
times!a!
week!but!
not!daily!

Weekly!
Less!
than!
weekly!

Not!
at!all!

44.!reading!email! ! ! ! ! ! !

45.!writing!email! ! ! ! ! ! !

46.!reading!news! ! ! ! ! ! !

47.!accessing!media!(music,!
video,!etc)!

! ! ! ! !
!

48.!Gaming! ! ! ! ! ! !

49.!browsing!the!internet!for!
information!

! ! ! ! !
!

50.!tasks!(banking,!ordering!,etc)! ! ! ! ! ! !

!
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/ ), تمتل( )ات% $كي ؟1  O !نع  O ال  
,7) كان5 )إلجابة " ال "  #2جى ع.- ,كما( )الستب#ا!  .  

 
/ تح-*- 'لسنة 'ل-,'س*ة في 'لجامعة .2  Oأل#لى%  Oلثان"ة'  Oلثالثة%  Oل%$بعة$  Oلخامسة'  
/ تح&'& %لعم!  .3   
/ تح&'& %لجن! .4  O !ك#  O نثى$  
/ تح')' &لتخص! .5   

*ل)كي م% ش#كة ./ %اتف! 6  

O!!
Nokia!

O!!
Apple!

O!*
Palm!

O!
Motorola!

O!
!$خ"!!

O!
Blackberry 

O!
Samsung 

O!*
LG 

/ *لش,كة *لم()#' للخ#مة .7  O!التصاال&  O م&با#لي  O !"#  O !"خ$  
جامعة "لمل* خال# باستخ#"!  / $ل%جاء $إلجابة على $ألسئلة $لتال7ة ح8) ك7ف7ة $ستخ&$5 $ل4ات2 $ل1كي $لخا. ب, (&$خ) $لفص) $ل&%$سي) في8

"! (لعبا-(, (لتال5ة: 7ب0(ً (ال تستخ0? (لج=ا> في (لفص9 (ل0-(سي) 8 $نا0-(ً (م-/ في (ألسب$%)8 $7ح5اناً (ع0/ م-(, في (ألسب$%) $لك" ل
#"م#ا1ً "<ح#اناً (#"م#اً تستخ,! ج8ا67 في %لفص3 %ل,(%سي)1 ,%ئماً (ع,+ م(%) في %ل#"!).  

$ل-كي في $لفص) $ل&%$سي ؟ ,+ تستخ'& ج$ا"!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
خال) $لسنة $ل&%$س9ة $لماض9ة كا7 $ستخ&$م, لل4ات2 $ل1كي $لخا. ب, (&$خ) $لفص) $ل&%$سي ) في  

+ل'ص'8 لمعل'ما) ع4 +لما23 +لمن/ج - +ل'+جبا) 'غ%$#ا ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
ق$#ء) #لم2#( #لمستخ(مة في #لما() ( م&ك$#" ) ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

ت012/ &لمالح+ا( في &لفص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
%لعث82 على معنى 23 مص1لح لكلمة مستخ*مة في %لص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

$لبح. ع, $لمصا(% )$لم%$جع ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
(لبح5 بالص&# ع2 ( (ل#س&0 (لب$ان$ة , &(لخ#(ئ' &غ$#"ا )  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

)لبح6 ع4 )لع&$2 )لتي تستخ-, ب&نامج )لب$&ب$#ن!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
تسج+* (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

(الستما, +لى (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
مشا0." ف-.-, ع* (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
(ل1(جبا2 1(ألبحا, (ل*#(س"ة ع% $#"!  (لت"(ص! مع (آلخ&%$ ح"!

'ل,سائ) 'لنص#ة ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

&لت1&ص4 مع &آلخ#"( ح41 &ل1&جبا2 1&ألبحا- &ل!#&س"ة ع( )#"' &لب#"! 
*اللكت%$ني ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

"ق"م2ا -لمعل/ . -لتص(") على قضا"ا $لمشا'كة في $ست*ال) $ل'&% $لتي 
)&خ" &لفص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

/ ?/جى =ص> )ل;/: )ألخ/8 )لتي تستخ!م7ا في 6اتف% )ل4كي (!)خ0 )لفص0 )ل!/)سي) في جامعة )لمل% خال!.10  
 
 
 
 

)ل:ات8 )ل7كي )لخا5 ب% (خا/3 )لفص0 )ل!/)سي) في جامعة )لمل% خال! / "ل9جاء "إلجابة على "ألسئلة "لتال)ة ح,+ ك)ف)ة "ستخ#"! 11
) $لك! باستخ-&= &لعبا*&( &لتال2ة: 4ب-&ً (ال تستخ-= &لج;ا: في &لفص7 &ل-*&سي)5 "نا-*&ً (م*, في &ألسب"!)5 "4ح2اناً (ع-, م*&( في &ألسب"!

,%ئماً (ع,+ م(%) في %ل#"!). ل5; 75م5اً ! 7:ح5اناً (75م5اً تستخ&1 ج/ا-, في $لفص) $ل&%$سي)!  
 

خال) $لسنة $ل&%$س:ة $لماض:ة كا8 $ستخ&$م. لل5ات3 $ل2كي $لخا0 ب. (خا%+ $لفص) $ل&%$سي) في  
+ل'ص'8 لمعل'ما) ع4 +لما23 +لمن/ج - +ل'+جبا) 'غ%$#ا ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

م&ك$#" ) ؟ق/&ء! &لم-&" &لمستخ"مة في &لما"! (   O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
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ت012/ &لمالح+ا( في &لفص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
%لعث82 على معنى 23 مص1لح لكلمة مستخ*مة في %لص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

$لبح. ع, $لمصا(% )$لم%$جع ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
(لبح5 بالص&# ع2 ( (ل#س&0 (لب$ان$ة , &(لخ#(ئ' &غ$#"ا )  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
)لبح6 ع4 )لع&$2 )لتي تستخ-, ب&نامج )لب$&ب$#ن!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

تسج+* (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
(الستما, +لى (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
مشا0." ف-.-, ع* (لمحاض#" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

(لت1(ص4 مع (آلخ#"% ح41 (ل1(جبا2 1(ألبحا, (ل*#(س"ة ع% $#"! 
'لنص#ة ؟'ل%سائ!   O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

&لت1&ص4 مع &آلخ#"( ح41 &ل1&جبا2 1&ألبحا- &ل!#&س"ة ع( )#"' &لب#"! 
*اللكت%$ني ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

-لمشا7كة في -ست:ال8 -ل567 -لتي "ق"م2ا -لمعل/ . -لتص(") على قضا"ا 
)&خ" &لفص" ؟  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

/ @/جى <ص= )ل>/; )ألخ/9 )لتي تستخ!م8ا في 7اتف% )ل5كي (خا/3  )لفص0 )ل!/)سي) في جامعة )لمل% خال!.12  
 
 
 
 

جامعة )لمل% خال! / $ل%جاء $إلجابة على $ألسئلة $لتال7ة ح8) ك7ف7ة $ستخ&$5 $ل4ات2 $ل1كي $لخا. ب, (&$خ) $لفص) $ل&%$سي) في 13
) $لك! باستخ-&= &لعبا*&( &لتال2ة: 4ب-&ً (ال تستخ-= &لج;ا: في &لفص7 &ل-*&سي)5 "نا-*&ً (م*, في &ألسب"!)5 "4ح2اناً (ع-, م*&( في &ألسب"!

ل#? #"م#ا1ً "<ح#اناً (#"م#اً تستخ,! ج8ا67 في %لفص3 %ل,(%سي)1 ,%ئماً (ع,+ م(%) في %ل#"!).  
0ة &لماض0ة= سب; :95 الح67 5ح- &ل3ال1 0ستخ-, +اتف' &ل$كي فيخال) "لسنة "ل$#"س  

0لغ6 في 0الختبا"10+ 0ألبحا,+ $* $( م'ا% $خ"!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
<#سا; (#سائ; نص"ة/ &لب#"9 &إللكت#.ني) ف"2ا &ألج.بة لل(ال' &آلخ#"! 

(ثناء 'الختبا* () 'المتحا!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

%ستال> (3سائ9 نص.ة/ %لب6.3 %إللكت23ني) ف.-ا %إلجابا) م& %ل#ال! 
'آلخ*0! (ثناء 'الختبا* () 'المتحا!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

ق*'ء/ 'لمحاض*/ () شيء ل5 عالقة بالما0/ خال- 'الختبا* () 'المتحا!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
>4سا; (4سالة نص$ة/ .لب4$7 .إللكت34ني) ف$/ا .إلجابا( لشخ' ل% $أخ! 

*المتحا$ بع!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

'لتحق0 م! معل-مة +ثناء 'المتحا!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
)ل<+= )ألخ+; )لتي 1مك: *: تستخ78 ف61ا )ل6()ت5 )ل3ك1ة في )الختبا+)! *( )المتحانا!/ '&جى #ص! 14  

 
 
 
 

/ =4جى :ص8 %ل647 %ألخ34 %لعامة %لتي تستخ.م-ا مع *اتف& %ل#كي .15  

 
 
 
 

%ألنش-ة %لم+*س)ة '%& %لصلة / +ل7جاء +إلجابة على +ألسئلة +لتال>ة ح96 مق1+7 +ل6ق4 +ل.3 تستخ01 +ل/ات! +ل.كي +لخا( ب' لمختل! 16
ب)0"ست6 في جامعة "لمل6 خال) 555 01جى "خت1ا0 /جابة *"ح)' لك! س#"! .  

غالباً تستخ0/ (ل.ات, (ل+كي (لخا% ب# في :  
ق$(ء- (لب$+* (إللكت$#ني  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
كتابة (لب$+* (إللكت$#ني  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
ق!&ء, +متابعة &ألخبا!  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

متابعة *سائ4 /إلعال0 (/ستما, +* مشا)'& مقا"ع)  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
)أللعا( )لت%ف"#"ة  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

1إلنت.ن! للحص$( على معل$ما! تصفح  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  
,لم9ا8 ,لشخص'ة (متابعة ,لحسا1 ,لبنك'- ,لمشت)'ا%$ #لخ)  O  ً"#ب%  O  ً"#$نا  O  ً &ح$انا  O  ً غالبا  O  ً &%ئما  

*
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APPENDIX C 

 
DEAN’S PERMISSION, KKU 
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APPENDIX D 

 
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT’S PERMSSION, KKU 
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APPENDIX E 

 
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD PERMISSION, MSU 
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